
Wireless headphones REDMI-Buds 4 Pro (Midnight Black)

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 79.99 € s DPH

Description

Redmi headphones. Black headphones are a pleasant companion on the way to work, school, during free time or
playing sports. Redmi Buds 4 Pro are compact and light and will provide you with perfect sound quality wherever
you are. They use dual active noise suppression technology, which can eliminate external noise by up to 43 dB .
Absolutely nothing disturbs you while listening. Thanks to artificial intelligence , they can recognize the type of
surrounding noises and, based on this, adjust the sound exactly according to the given situation. Otherwise, they
suppress ambient noise in the subway, differently in a cafe, and still differently in a library or office. These modern
earphones have a built-in microphone, so they are also suitable for hands-free calling.

The Bluetooth headphones have a 10mm aluminum alloy membrane and a 6mm titanium membrane. Thanks to
them, you will experience excellent sound that meets even the highest demands. The headphones also support
high-resolution audio (Hi-Res Audio Wireless, LDAC codec). The high-quality battery has a long life, up to 9 hours
per charge. A charging case is included in the package, which extends the duration of the headphones up to 36
hours. Fast and wireless charging functions are also supported.

The headphones with a microphone have ANC (active noise cancellation) technology, which is represented in these
headphones by three levels i. It also offers a special adaptive mode , which selects the appropriate level completely
automatically. You can use a light mode, which is ideal for offices or libraries, a deep mode for the subway or an
airplane, and a balanced mode, suitable for cafes or sidewalks.

Bluetooth headphones also have a dual transparent mode . By long pressing the control element on the handset,
sounds from the real world will start to reach you. For example, you can say hello to someone or listen to sounds
and voices from the surroundings. The IP54 coverage is definitely an advantage, thanks to which Redmi
headphones are resistant to dust particles, drops of water or sweat. You can use them playfully even when playing
sports or exercising in difficult conditions.

Bluetooth headphones are simply controlled by touch. They can also connect two devices at the same time using
Bluetooth 5.3. Android, iOS and Windows platforms are supported, and you can easily switch between them. The
headphones with a microphone have IPX4 coverage, which makes them resistant to drops of water, sweat or dust
particles. Charging takes place via USB-C.
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Product details:

wireless headphones
charging case
easy pairing with a phone using Bluetooth 5.3
automatic connection to the mobile after the first pairing
ergonomic design adapts to you
durable thanks to IP54 protection
they remain fully functional even after contact with drops of water or sweat
strong sound
technology reduces noise by up to 43dB
3 levels of noise cancellation
integrated microphone for handsfree
dual transparent mode allows you to hear sounds from the surroundings
possibility to connect up to two devices at once
operating time: 9h
operating time with charging case: 36h
charging type: USB-C
low weight
also suitable for sports
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